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Valid for users with LEM Valid for users without LEM

price price

 ─ Main package
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)

Logo Netsis Wings Main Package (1 user) 64.500 -

 ─ User Increase(7) -

Logo Netsis Wings User Increase +2 128.000 140.800

Logo Netsis Wings User Increase +5 314.200 345.700

Logo Netsis Wings User Increase +10 606.100 666.800

Logo Netsis Wings User Increase +20 1.181.300 1.299.500

 ─ Options(9)

Logo Netsis Wings Production 128.000 140.800

Logo Netsis Wings Cost Accounting 218.600 240.500

Logo Netsis Wings Maintenance 85.800 94.400

Logo Netsis Wings MRP 203.800 224.200

Logo Netsis Wings Foreign Trade 136.100 149.800

Netsis Wings POS cash register transfer (Windows) 55.600 61.200

─ Language Pack

Logo Netsis Wings Language Pack (1 language) 47.200 52.000

It is strongly recommended that you only participate in training sessions provided by Logo business partners and certified training specialists listed on the Logo corporate 

website (www.logo.com.tr). 

Product Description

A 1-year LEM is free for new package purchases. When switching to other products;

•When switching to other products in the same segment, with or without a fee, the LEM validity for the previous product will be transferred to the new product (with the 

same start and end dates).

•When upgrading to upper segments with a fee, 1-year free LEM is assigned to the new product starting from the switch date.

The LEM is valid for one year. The renewal period will start as of the end date of previous LEM.

Users who renew their LEM subscription before or within 30 days after the end date and in a regular manner may benefit from the loyalty discount and get LEM with 

advantageous prices.

If the LEM subscription is not valid, additional products purchased with “prices applied for a valid LEM” cannot be installed.

For LEM subscriptions that are not renewed within 30 days following the end date, a Retrospective LEM should be purchased. The price of the Retrospective LEM is 10% 

more than the price of the Standard LEM.

The price of LEM is calculated as per the latest configuration in the product (main package, module, user/employee/firm increase). User/employee/firm increases are 

included in the price calculation of LEM as of the date of purchase. The price of LEM is calculated considering the end date of the LEM subscription for options (modules). 

For every module purchased at least one year prior, the duration from the month in which the 1-year period expired until the end date of the Standard LEM subscription is 

checked and the remaining months are included in the LEM price calculation.

Valid from February 19, 2024.

All price and price-related conditions in this price list (including but not limited to license prices, training prices and training durations) are advisory only and are non-binding 

by Logo.

All prices are in Turkish Lira (TL) and do not include VAT.

Prices may differ depending on valid Logo Enterprise Membership (LEM) contracts in progress, except for the main package and transition package prices.

Lem is a subscription system which provides customers the latest version of the product with new features and performance improvements, also enables customers special 

prices for user increase, employee increase and modules when desired to be purchased.

Comprehensive LEM; Includes 1 year of LEM + Support line service. Within the scope of the support line service; questions, problems or feature requests about the product 

used; It can be forwarded to Logo Support teams via the telephone support line and Logo Portal, and the status and details of the transmitted subject can be followed 

through Logo Portal.

Service, installation and upload prices of Logo Business Partners are not included in the LEM prices.

Training sessions regarding the use of products are organized by certified business partners. Requests for diagnostics, reporting and customization are evaluated separately.
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Valid for users with LEM Valid for users without LEM

price price

 ─ e-Solutions
(13)(14)(15)(16)(17)(18)

─ e-Invoice

Logo Netsis Wings e-Invoice File Transfer (1 firm) 27.300 30.050

Logo Netsis Wings e-Invoice File Transfer firm increase 4.070 4.470

Logo Netsis Wings e-Invoice Private Integrator Integration (1 firm) 72.100 79.300

Logo Netsis Wings e-Invoice Private Integrator Integration firm increase 9.850 10.800

─ e-Ledger

Logo Netsis Wings e-Ledger (1 firm) 90.700 -

Logo Netsis Wings e-Ledger firm increase 17.200 -

─ e-Archive Invoice

Logo Netsis Wings e-Archive Invoice (1 firm) 24.400 26.800

Logo Netsis Wings e-Archive Invoice firm increase 3.670 4.050

─  e-Dispatch

Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch (File Transfer) (1 firm) 20.000 22.000

Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch firm increase (File Transfer) 2.880 3.200

Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch (eLogo Private Integrator) (1 firm) Free of charge16 22.000

Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch (eLogo Private Integrator) firm increase Free of charge16 3.200

─ Other e-Solutions

Logo Netsis Wings e-Producer's Receipt (1 firm) Free of charge17 11.100

Logo Netsis Wings e-Producer's Receipt firm increase Free of charge17 2.040

─ eLogo Financial Service Solutions (19)(20)  

─ eLogo Online Account Statement Application 

Online Account Statement Yearly Package (EHÖ & POS Transfer)

Online Account Statement Yearly Package (POS Transfer) 

Online Account Statement Yearly Package (EHÖ Transfer) 

─ eLogo e-Collection 

eLogo e-Collection Application Main Package (ERP in-app )

eLogo e-Collection Application Firm Increase (ERP In-app)

eLogo e-Collection Main Package (ERP In- app & Web & Mobile)

eLogo e-Collection Firm Increase (ERP In- app & Web & Mobile)

eLogo e-Collection B2B Portal Main Package (ERP In- app & Web & Mobile)

eLogo e-Collection B2B Portal  Firm Increase (ERP In- app & Web & Mobile)

─ Customization tools

Logo Netsis Wings Netopenx development license 93.600 103.000

 Logo Netsis Wings Netopenx 15.400 17.000

Logo Netsis Wings Netopenx user increase +1 15.400 17.000

Logo Netsis Wings Netopenx user increase +5 68.200 75.100

─ Management Decision Support Systems

Logo Netsis Wings Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise (1 user) 96.600 106.300

─ User Increase

Logo Netsis Wings Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise user increase +2 39.200 43.100

Logo Netsis Wings Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise user increase +5 65.600 72.100

Logo Netsis Wings Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise user increase +10 113.100 124.500

Logo Netsis Wings Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise user increase +20 192.600 211.800

Logo Netsis Wings Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise user increase +50 306.300 336.900

─ Options

Logo Netsis Wings Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise Web and Mobile Viewing 24.400 26.800

Product Description
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Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise Transition from Logo Mind Navigator

─ Training
(27)(28)(29)

Logo Netsis Wings Enterprise training service 19.500 person/day

e-Solutions Training Service 19.500 person/day

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise training service 16.700 person/day
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Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch (eLogo Private Integrator) (1 firm) 20.000

Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch (eLogo Private Integratır) firm increase 2.880

• The e-Dispatch module is free of charge for our customers who have a valid up to date LEM and Logo e-Invoice module, and who use the eLogo Private Integrator Service. 

The e-Dispatch module will be included in the LEM calculation next year at current product prices in effect at that time. If the prices are not updated at the customer's LEM 

calculation period; LEM calculation will be recalculated from the following prices which are  valid as of February 1, 2024.

Product Name
Product Price 

(Next LEM Period)

• The e-Ledger application enables the General Journal and General Ledger documents to be prepared in the digital environment, in accordance with set standards, and sent 

to the Revenue Administration quickly and easily.

• In order for the Logo e-Ledger application to work and to be used in a way that meets the requirements of the relevant legislation, it is a technical necessity for the user to 

always have a current and valid LEM Subscription and to use the most up-to-date version of both the e-Ledger module and the related basic set. If this technical prerequisite 

is not met by the user and there is no current and valid LEM Subscription, the e-Ledger cannot be created in accordance with the legislation; The e-Ledger application will 

not be available/accessible. If the relevant prerequisites and technical requirements are not met, the user is responsible for all consequences.

Logo e-Archive Invoice

• The e-Archive Invoice application enables e-invoices to be issued for businesses that use or don’t use e-Invoices and for final customers, and provides copies of these 

invoices to be electronically stored and submitted.

 Logo e-Dispatch

• The e-Dispatch application accelerates shipment processes and trade by creating delivery notes in the digital environment.

In transition to Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise, the number of users of the current product can benefit from the transition price advantage. In case of more users are 

requested, user increase purchases should be made over the list prices for additional users. 

─ e-Solutions
Logo e-Invoice

· While e-Invoice File Transfer provides general use of the basic functions of the e-Invoice application, e-Invoices can be sent and received manually via the e-Invoice portal 

offered by the Revenue Administration.

 •Thanks to the Private Integrator Integration, businesses can use the e-Invoice application by being integrated into the GİB's system through a private integrator.

Logo e-Ledger

─ Options
 Machine maintenance and MRP modules work together with the production module.

 Additional language packages are available for German, Arabic, Persian, Russian, Azerbaijani languages.

•For detailed information about domestic language support; 2024_Supported_Language_Packs.pdf

Logo Netsis Wings POS cash register transfer (Windows) module supports these devices:IBM Genius, IBM Sps, Interpos, IBM POS, NCR 7400 (Tera), SIEMENS(Market+), 

SIEMENS(Tera), Escort POS, BBS POS, Olivetti (OL6000-OL6010-OL7000), Sharp ER-A495T, Entry, Micros (3500-8700/9700), Possible. This modüle neither supports nor 

designed for mobile POS devices and new generation cash register.

Logo Netsis Wings  works integrated with business analytics, CRM, warehouse management systems, field sales management, B2B, workflow management, human 

resources, retail, e-solutions, ecosystem solutions, customization tools, data backup solutions and logo APPS categories. You can contact our business partners for detailed 

information about solutions integrated with Logo Netsis Wings in related categories.

Logo Netsis Wings includes sales management, purchasing management, stock management, finance management, general ledger, quality control, flexible configuration, 

dynamic warehouse, weighbridge, NDI, sms, credit card, project management, log, foreign currency transactions, serial-lot application, order revision tracking , workplace, 

form includes some field security, fixture application, free report generator features. The fixture module is offered with 2 users. · Fixed assets (Asset Management), Central 

identity management system (SSO), NDI can only be used as a desktop.
Logo Netsis Wings  is a hybrid solution can be used both from desktop and / or web browser.

• Using from the desktop works according to the concurrent user counting model, that is, a user logging in to multiple companies on the same computer corresponds to a 

user in terms of licensing.

• Using from the web browser, each new web browser (or tab) opens with a new login screen and is considered as a new user.

Turkish and English languages are offered as standard features with Logo Netsis Wings. 
Logo Netsis Wings software and hardware requirements are detailed in the "system requirements" document. This document can be obtained from "authorized business 

partners".
User increases added to the main package of Logo Netsis Wings, are packages for increasing the number of users when added separately or successively. Example: When 

“user increase +5” is added to the main package of Logo Netsis Wings, a total of 6 users are obtained. For the options used with the main packages, an additional user 

increase set is not necessary, if not listed. 

The database fee is not included in the prices. Current versions of Microsoft® SQL Server® and Oracle are supported. 

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise runs SQL database in Logo Netsis ERP integrations.

─ Transitions (12)

It will be priced on a project basis.

─ Descriptions
Logo Netsis Wings product is licensed for at least 3 users. (Logo Netsis Wings must be licensed as main package + Logo Netsis Wings user increase +2)

Logo Netsis Wings can be used by up to 21 users.
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17.

Logo Netsis Wings e-Producer's Receipt firm increase 10.150

Logo Netsis Wings e-Producer's Receipt firm increase 1.850

18. Other e-Solutions

─ eLogo Financial Service Solutions   

19.  -eLogo Online Account Statement Application 

  

20.  -eLogo e-Collection 

Price

2.250

2.250

2.250

15.000

21.

22.

23.

24.

Product Name
Product Price 

(Next LEM Period)

 -Number of firms- represents the number of legal entities customer has approved by Revenue Administration and have a tax number.  Firm increase feature should be 

purchased for additional firm needs. The number of firms can be increased at any time.

• The licensing model change with "1 firm" content in the e-Invoice and e-Dispatch modules within Netsis product family is valid in the "9.0.26" and later versions.

• It is recommended to have the most up-to-date version of the Netsis product in order to benefit from the legal regulations and obligations regarding e-Solutions.

─ LEM

Thanks to the Online Account Statement Application developed by eLogo, businesses using the compatible Logo ERP solutions can instantly monitor their bank, branch and 

account-based balance information in any currency from a single platform, and they can easily transfer their account activities in the banks integrated into the ERP 

application and create accounting records automatically. Banks integrated into the application include but not limited to Akbank, Albaraka Türk Bankası, Denizbank, 

Fibabanka, Garanti Bank, Halk Bank, İş Bank, Kuveyt Türk Bank, Odeabank, Şekerbank, TEB, VakıfBank, Vakıf Katılım Bank, Yapı Kredi Bank, Ziraat Bank, QNB Finansbank etc.  

- The system operates on monthly and yearly package fees. 

- Package purchases are made through the order portal.  

- 30 Credits per month are charged for each integrated POS terminal. The first 5 POS terminal integrations are free, credit chare starts as of 6th POS terminal.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

- In the EHÖ transfer module, 1 credit is deducted for every 3 transactions. The first 1500 transactions are a gift.

- There is no bank, branch, account, IBAN definition limit for monthly and yearly packages.

- Application works with compatible versions of following ERP products; Netsis Wings Entegre, Netsis Wings, Netsis Wings Enterprise, Netsis 3 Entegre, Netsis 3 Standard, 

Netsis 3 Enterprise 

Additional Packages 

SMS Package  (1000 pcs)

e-Mail Package  (5000 pcs)

WhatsApp Package  (1000 pcs)

Integration Package (e-Commerce /Web Site Integration )

• In order to use the Logo e-Dispatch module, it is necessary to have a minimum version of 9.0.12.

Logo e-Producer's Receipt

• e-Producer's Receipt is a module that only works with eLogo Private Integration. Thismodules is free of charge for our customers with up-to-date LEM and using eLogo 

Private Integrator, and will be included in the LEM calculation next year at current prices in effect at that time. If the prices are not updated at the customer's LEM 

calculation period; LEM calculation will be recalculated from the following prices which are  valid as of February 1, 2024.

A payment system that enables businesses to make collections by credit card or bank card using virtual POS via eLogo e-Collection screens in digital environment. Thanks to 

its integrated structure with Logo ERP, customers' current debt balance can be tracked, and payments received can be accounted for in Logo ERP with a single click. 

- The system operates on annual package fees. There is no additional charge based on credits. Package purchases are made through the order portal. 

- All packages include all 5000 e-mail, 1000 SMS and 1000 Whatsapp links delivery options. Each package is valid only for one firm, firm increase package should be 

purchased for other/sub firms.

- There is the right to define 1000 dealers in B2B portal package. After the first 1,000 dealers are defined, a dealer increase package must be purchased for each 1,000 

dealers.

- Virtual POS should be provided by the firm for the eLogo e-Collection solution. Virtual POS commission rates are determined within the framework of the agreement 

between the bank or payment institutions and the company that will use the eLogo e-Collection product. 

- Application works with compatible versions of following ERP products;  Netsis Wings Entegre, Netsis Wings, Netsis Wings Enterprise, Netsis 3 Entegre, Netsis 3 Standard, 

Netsis 3 Enterprise 

The LEM price is calculated by taking 10% of the current license prices of the main package, user increase and options in the hands of the user, user increase and options in 

the hands of the user, while the comprehensive LEM is calculated by taking 15%.

Logo Netsis Wings users will be able to have a 1-year Comprehensive LEM for an additional fee equal to 5% of the license fees, in addition to the LEM fees.

─ Product transitions

Transition to Logo Netsis Wings from up-to-date ERP solutions
Up to date LEM owners using  Logo Netsis 3 Entegre and Logo Netsis 3 Standard, Logo Netsis Wings Entegre (one-time) users can switch to Logo Netsis Wings (one-time) 

solution.The price difference of main pack, user increase and modules between existing product and upgraded product are charged. If users do not have up-to-date LEM, 

before upgrade, they should update their LEM. If the end date of the Retrospective LEM to be taken is more than 30 days ahead of the order date, it is sufficient to make the 

Retrospective LEM is closer than 30 days from the order date, Standart LEM should also be purchased.  After the LEM update, the price difference between the current list 

prices of the main package, user, module, e-Solutions and Logo approved ecosystem solutions of the current product and the current list prices of the transferred product is 

taken.

When switching from Logo Netsis Wings Entegre and Logo Netsis 3 Entegre solutions to the Logo Netsis Wings solution, if the 'Foreign Trade (Import/Export Closing)' module 

is owned and there is a need for e-Export function, it is necessary to purchase the foreign trade module of the switched product.
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25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

 Logo Netsis Wings suggested price list (subscription)

─ General descriptions
1

2.

3.

─ Training
4.

5.

Product Desriptions monthly annualy

 Logo Netsis Wings / user(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)

Logo Netsis Wings user 1.350 13.500

 ─ Options

Logo Netsis Wings Production 2.790 27.900

Logo Netsis Wings Cost Accounting 4.680 46.800

Logo Netsis Wings Maintenance 1.795 17.950

Logo Netsis Wings MRP 4.400 44.000

Logo Netsis Wings Foreign Trade 4.150 41.500

Netsis Wings POS cash register transfer (Windows) 1.300 13.000

─ Language Pack

Logo Netsis Wings Language Pack 1.675 16.750

 ─ Product Transitions (17)(18)(19)(20)(21)(22)

Logo Netsis Wings trasition additional user 705 7.050

─ e-Solutions(11)(12(13)(14)(15)(16)

─ e-Invoice

Logo Netsis Wings e-Invoice File Transfer (1 firm) 800 8.000

Logo Netsis Wings e-Invoice File Transfer firm increase 173 1.730

Logo Netsis Wings e-Invoice Private Integrator Integration (1 firm) 2.190 21.900

Logo Netsis Wings e-Invoice Private Integrator Integration firm increase 329 3.290

─ e-Ledger

Logo Netsis Wings e-Ledger (1 firm) 2.750 27.500

Logo Netsis Wings e-Ledger firm increase 540 5.400

─ e-Archive Invoice

Logo Netsis Wings e-Archive Invoice (1 firm) 800 8.000

Logo Netsis Wings e-Archive Invoice firm increase 173 1.730

─ e-Dispatch

The trainings are about product usage and are given by certified business partners. Requests such as identification, reporting and customization are also evaluated.

It is highly recommended that training services be obtained only from authorized Logo business partners and certified training specialists on the Logo corporate website 

(www.logo.com.tr).

Valid from February 19, 2024.

All price and price-related conditions in this price list (including but not limited to license prices, training prices and training durations) are advisory only and are non-binding 

by Logo.

All prices are in Turkish Lira (TL) and do not include VAT.

Prices may differ depending on valid Logo Enterprise Membership (LEM) contracts in progress, except for the main package and transition package prices.

When switching from the Logo Netsis 3 Standard solution to the Logo Netsis Wings (one-time) solution, e-Invoice, e-dispatch GİB Online Integration users must switch to the 

Custom Integration Service.

Transition to Logo Netsis Wings from discontinued ERP solutions
 Logo to Netsis Wings; Users who want to switch from the discountinued and are not in a 2 year support process  Logo Netsis Integrated and Logo Netsis Standard ERP 

solutions, excluding Logo Netsis 3 Integrated, Logo Netsis 3 Standard, Logo Netsis Wings Integrated solutions, can have a 30% discount on the Logo Netsis Wings (one-time) 

─ Training
Base training time for Logo Netsis Wings is 35 hours. This period is advisory and may vary depending on the package content.

The base training period for Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise is 8 hours. This period is advisory and may vary depending on the package content.

e-Solutions training service is offered separately for e-Invoice, e-Dispatch, e-Archive Invoice, e-Ledger, e-Producer's Receipt, eLogo e-Reconciliation, eLogo e-Collection and 

eLogo e-Ledger solutions. Prices and durations of e-Solutions training services are set according to the ERP product group the e-solution is connected to.
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Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch (File Transfer) (1 firm) 660 6.600

Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch firm increase (File Transfer) 173 1.730

Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch (eLogo Private Integrator) (1 firm) Free of charge for the first subscription period.
14

Free of charge for the first subscription period.
14

Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch (eLogo Private Integrator) firm increase Free of charge for the first subscription period.14 Free of charge for the first subscription period.14

Product Descriptions monthly annualy

─ Other e-Solutions

Logo Netsis Wings e-Producer's Receipt (1 firm) Free of charge for the first subscription period.15 Free of charge for the first subscription period.15

Logo Netsis Wings e-Producer's Receipt firm increase Free of charge for the first subscription period.15 Free of charge for the first subscription period.15

─ eLogo Financial Service Solutions (17)(18)  

─ eLogo Online Account Statement Application 

Online Account Statement Yearly Package (EHÖ & POS Transfer)

Online Account Statement Yearly Package (POS Transfer) 

Online Account Statement Yearly Package (EHÖ Transfer) 

─ eLogo e-Collection 

eLogo e-Collection Application Main Package (ERP in-app )

eLogo e-Collection Application Firm Increase (ERP In-app)

eLogo e-Collection Main Package (ERP In- app & Web & Mobile)

eLogo e-Collection Firm Increase (ERP In- app & Web & Mobile)

eLogo e-Collection B2B Portal Main Package (ERP In- app & Web & Mobile)

eLogo e-Collection B2B Portal  Firm Increase (ERP In- app & Web & Mobile)

─ Management Decision Support Systems

Logo Netsis Wings Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise (1 user) 1.350 13.500

 ─ Options

Logo Netsis Wings Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise Web and Mobile Viewing 740 7.400

─ Customization Tools

Logo Netsis Wings Netopenx additional user 740 7.400

─ Training
(28)(29)(30)

Logo Netsis Wings Enterprise training service

e-Solutions Training Service

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise training service

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

priced based on the 'Logo Netsis Wings - one-time price list'.

 ─Descriptions
 Logo Netsis Wings product is licensed for at least 3 users.

 

Logo Netsis Wings POS cash register transfer (Windows) module supports these devices:IBM Genius, IBM Sps, Interpos, IBM POS, NCR 7400 (Tera), SIEMENS(Market+), 

SIEMENS(Tera), Escort POS, BBS POS, Olivetti (OL6000-OL6010-OL7000), Sharp ER-A495T, Entry, Micros (3500-8700/9700), Possible. This modüle neither supports nor 

designed for mobile POS devices and new generation cash register.

Turkish and English languages are offered as standard features with Logo Netsis Wings. 
Logo Netsis Wings software and hardware requirements are detailed in the "System Requirements" document. This document can be obtained from "authorized business 

partners".

The database fee is not included in the prices. Current versions of Microsoft® SQL Server® and Oracle are supported. 

Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise runs SQL database in Logo Netsis ERP integrations.

 ─Options
Additional language packages are available for German, Arabic, Persian, Russian, Azerbaijani languages. In language pack usage, the database language settings should be 

opened in accordance with the compatible language and the firm database language should be selected according to the relevant language.

•For detailed information about domestic language support; 2024_Supported_Language_Packs.pdf

20.000

20.000  

10.000  

10.000  

 

10.000

4.500

20.000

6.500

45.000

Logo Netsis Wings can be used by up to 21 users.

 Logo Netsis Wings; sales management, purchasing management, stock management, finance management, general ledger, quality control, flexible configuration, dynamic 

warehouse, weighbridge, NDI, sms, credit card, project, project management, log, foreign currency transactions, serial-lot application, order revision tracking, workplace, 

form some area security, fixture application, free report generator features.

· Fixtures (Asset Management), NDI and Central Identity Management System (SSO) depend on the number of users of the ERP solution it is used together. In case of 

simultaneous use with the ERP solution with which it is used, each user who will use these applications consumes the main package user license. (Available from version 

9.0.40.0 for central identity management system (SSO).)

For example, in the Logo Netsis Wings solution with 10 users, if 1 user logs in to the Fixed Asset Management module, 9 more users can log in to the solution.

Logo Netsis Wings ERP solutions can be used hybridly via desktop and/or web browser. · Desktop usage works according to the concurrent user counting model, that is, 

when a user logs in to more than one company on the same computer, it corresponds to a user in terms of licensing. ·Using via web browser, every newly opened web 

browser (or tab) opens with a new login screen and is considered as a new user.

Users who make an annual agreement for the Logo Netsis Wings main package will have an annual subscription license. Additional user increase or/and module purchase 

fee within one year is calculated with "yearly prices/12*months to subscription renewal period" and is added to main pack license.  
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11

12.

13.

14.

Monthly Annually

Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch (eLogo Private Integrator) 660 6.600

Logo Netsis Wings e-Dispatch firm increase (eLogo Private Integrator) 173 1.730

15

Monthly Annually

Logo Netsis Wings e-Producer's Receipt 298 2.980

Logo Netsis Wings e-Producer's Receipt firm increase 60 600

16. Other e-Solutions

─ eLogo Financial Service Solutions   

17.  -eLogo Online Account Statement Application 
  

18.  -eLogo e-Collection 

Price

2.250

• e-Producer's Receipt is a module that only works with eLogo Private Integration. This module is free in the first year of subscription for our customers who have a current 

subscription and use eLogo Private Integrator, and will be included in the price calculation in the following subscription renewal periods. If the prices are not updated at the 

customer's subscription renewal period; monthly and annual prices will be recalculated from the following rates which are  valid as of February 1, 2024.

Product Name

 Product Price 

(Next Subscription Period)

Product Name

 Product Price 

(Next Subscription Period)

• In order to use the Logo e-Dispatch module, it is necessary to have a minimum version of 9.0.12.

Logo e-Producer Receipt

Logo e-Ledger

• The e-Ledger application enables the General Journal and General Ledger documents to be prepared in the digital environment, in accordance with set standards, and sent 

to the Revenue Administration quickly and easily.

• In order for the Logo e-Ledger application to work and to be used in a way that meets the requirements of the relevant legislation, it is a technical necessity for the user to 

always have a current and valid LEM Subscription and to use the most up-to-date version of both the e-Ledger module and the related basic set. If this technical prerequisite 

is not met by the user and there is no current and valid LEM Subscription, the e-Ledger cannot be created in accordance with the legislation; The e-Ledger application will 

not be available/accessible. If the relevant prerequisites and technical requirements are not met, the user is responsible for all consequences.

Logo e-Archieve Invoice
• The e-Archive Invoice application enables e-invoices to be issued for businesses that use or don’t use e-Invoices and for final customers, and provides copies of these 

invoices to be electronically stored and submitted.
 Logo e-Dispatch

 -Number of firms- represents the number of legal entities customer has approved by Revenue Administration and have a tax number.  Firm increase feature should be 

purchased for additional firm needs. The number of firms can be increased at any time.

• The licensing model change with "1 firm" content in the e-Invoice and e-Dispatch modules within Netsis product family is valid in the "9.0.26" and later versions.

• It is recommended to have the most up-to-date version of the Netsis product in order to benefit from the legal regulations and obligations regarding e-Solutions.

Thanks to the Online Account Statement Application developed by eLogo, businesses using the compatible Logo ERP solutions can instantly monitor their bank, branch and 

account-based balance information in any currency from a single platform, and they can easily transfer their account activities in the banks integrated into the ERP 

- The system operates on monthly and yearly package fees. 

- Package purchases are made through the order portal.  

- 30 Credits per month are charged for each integrated POS terminal. The first 5 POS terminal integrations are free, credit chare starts as of 6th POS terminal.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

- In the EHÖ transfer module, 1 credit is deducted for every 3 transactions. The first 1500 transactions are a gift.

- There is no bank, branch, account, IBAN definition limit for monthly and yearly packages.

- Application works with compatible versions of following ERP products; Netsis Wings Entegre, Netsis Wings, Netsis Wings Enterprise, Netsis 3 Entegre, Netsis 3 Standard, 

Netsis 3 Enterprise 

Additional Packages 

SMS Package  (1000 pcs)

Logo Netsis Wings works integrated with business analytics, CRM, warehouse management systems, field sales management, B2B, workflow management, human 

resources, retail, e-solutions, ecosystem solutions, customization tools, data backup solutions and logo APPS categories. You can contact our business partners for detailed 

information about solutions integrated with Logo Netsis Wings in related categories.

· While e-Invoice File Transfer provides general use of the basic functions of the e-Invoice application, e-Invoices can be sent and received manually via the e-Invoice portal 

offered by the Revenue Administration.

 •Thanks to the Private Integrator Integration, businesses can use the e-Invoice application by being integrated into the GİB's system through a private integrator.

• The e-Dispatch application accelerates shipment processes and trade by creating delivery notes in the digital environment.

• This module is free in the first year of subscription for our customers that have a current subscription and Logo e-Invoice module, and also use eLogo Private Integrator. 

The e-Dispatch module will be included in the price calculation in the following subscription renewal periods. If the prices are not updated at the customer's subscription 

renewal period; monthly and annual prices will be recalculated from the following rates which are  valid as of February 1, 2024.

A payment system that enables businesses to make collections by credit card or bank card using virtual POS via eLogo e-Collection screens in digital environment. Thanks to 

its integrated structure with Logo ERP, customers' current debt balance can be tracked, and payments received can be accounted for in Logo ERP with a single click. 

- The system operates on annual package fees. There is no additional charge based on credits. Package purchases are made through the order portal. 

- All packages include all 5000 e-mail, 1000 SMS and 1000 Whatsapp links delivery options. Each package is valid only for one firm, firm increase package should be 

purchased for other/sub firms.

- There is the right to define 1000 dealers in B2B portal package. After the first 1,000 dealers are defined, a dealer increase package must be purchased for each 1,000 

─ e-Solutions
Logo e-Invoice

Logo Netsis Wings Suggested Price List
Valid from February 19,2024



2.250
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─ Product transitions

Transition to Logo Netsis Wings from up-to-date ERP solutions
Up to date LEM owners using Logo Netsis 3 Entegre, Logo Netsis 3 Standard, Logo Netsis Wings Entegre (one-time), Logo Netsis Wings (one-time)  can switch to Logo Netsis 

Wings.

Logo Netsis 3 Entegre, Logo Netsis 3 Standard, Logo Netsis Wings Entegre (one-time) and Logo Netsis Wings (one-time) users who switch to Logo Netsis Wings solution 

subscription payment model, are priced with the number of existing users over "Netsis Wings Enterprise Transition User" prices. For example, a firm with 10 users that will 

switch from Logo Netsis 3 Enterprise solution to Logo Netsis Wings Enterprise solution with an annual lease should pay 7050 TL x 10 =70.500 TL

IF the customers who switched from Logo Netsis 3 Integrated, Logo Netsis 3 Standard, Logo Netsis Wings Entegre (one-time), Logo Netsis Wings (one-time) products to Logo 

Netsis Wings monthly/ annually options have optional modules priced monthly or annually in their previous solutions no fee will be charged for these modules for a period 

of 1 year. In order to continue the usage of these modules in the following years, the relevant modules are billed monthly/annually according to listed prices.

It is possible to switch to Logo Netsis Wings (subscription) model from Logo Netsis Wings Entegre/Entegre Pro (subscription) solutions.

• When the subscription period of the Logo Netsis Wings Entegre/Entegre Pro (subscription) solution expires, the transitions will be made by directly charging the Logo 

Netsis Wings (subscription) fee.

•  If transitions planned during the  subscription period of the lease solution is in progress, the period between the date of transition and expiration dates of the solution 

taken into consideration and the subscription value is calculated for this period. Afterwards, the subscription price of the existing product is deducted from the upgraded 

product's subscription price.

─ Training
Base training time for Logo Netsis Wings is 35 hours. This period is advisory and may vary depending on the package content.

Base training time for Logo Mind Navigator Enterprise is 8 hours. This period is advisory and may vary depending on the package content.

e-Solutions training service is offered separately for e-Invoice, e-Dispatch, e-Archive Invoice, e-Ledger, e-Producer's Receipt, eLogo e-Reconciliation, eLogo e-Collection and 

eLogo e-Ledger solutions. Prices and durations of e-Solutions training services are set according to the ERP product group the e-solution is connected to.

In transition from Logo Netsis Wings Entegre and Logo Netsis 3 Entegre Pro solutions to Logo Netsis Wings solution,  if the 'Foreign Trade (Import/Export Closing)' module is 

owned and there is a need for e-Export function, the foreign trade module of the switched product must be purchased separately.

Users of e-Invoice and e-dispatch GİB Online Integration are required to switch to the Private Integration Service for monthly & annual transitions from Logo Netsis 3 

Standard solution to Logo Netsis Wings solution.

In product transitions, the invoice of the current product used and the waiver agreement stating that this product has been waived must be signed and submitted to Logo.

Transition to Logo Netsis Wings from discontinued ERP solutions
Users who will switch from the discontinued and are not in a 2 year support process Logo Netsis Integrated and Logo Netsis Standard ERP solutions to the Logo Netsis Wings 

solution with a monthly/yearly subscription model, except for Logo Netsis 3 Integrated, Logo Netsis 3 Standard, Logo Netsis Wings Integrated Logo Netsis Wings (one-time) 

products, They are priced with the current number of users over "Logo Netsis Wings transition user" prices. Users who want to purchase optional modules that are priced 

monthly/yearly in the Logo Netsis Wings price list are billed monthly/yearly for these modules over the list price according to demand.

In product transitions, the invoice of the current product used and the waiver agreement stating that this product has been waived must be signed and submitted to Logo.

Integration Package (e-Commerce /Web Site Integration )

e-Mail Package  (5000 pcs)

WhatsApp Package  (1000 pcs)

Logo Netsis Wings Suggested Price List
Valid from February 19,2024


